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Introduction
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“Talk of the ocean as a new economic frontier of a new phase of 
industrialisation of the seas will become widespread in 2016.”  (The 
Economist, 2015 in Barbesgaard, 2018)

 Seas and the oceans: a new exciting element in the illusion of 
economic growth

 ‘Blue Growth’ / ‘Blue Economy’:
 new expectations regarding how the ocean should be used
 a will for further exploration of new markets and the 

exploitation of the oceans, seas, and coasts
 a perspective of the sea as a new commodity frontier for 

further capital accumulation and political power of both 
state and private actors (Campling 2012; Saguin 2016, Ertör & 
Ortega 2018)



Blue Growth / Blue Economy
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European Commission: “the long term strategy 
to support sustainable growth in the marine and 
maritime sectors as a whole” and the “seas and 
oceans as drivers for the European economy 
with great potential for innovation and 
growth” 

African Union's 'Agenda 2063‘: Blue 
Economy strongly on the agenda - 
included as a key policy framework for 
the continent's future socio-economic 
development. 
UN Economic Commission for Africa 
(2016): 'policy handbook' describing 
maritime development as 'the new frontier 
of African Renaissance' (ECA 2016).

Asia and the Pacific's Blue Growth Initiative 
(2014): “endorsement of regional initiative on 
sustainable intensification of aquaculture for 
blue growth – improving fish supply for food and 
nutrition, increasing livelihood opportunities and 
contributing to blue growth of economy through 
more efficient and sustainable use of aquaculture 
resources”.

By 2025, Australia’s marine industries will 
contribute around $100 billion each year to our 
economy, with our oceans and coasts providing 
a further $25 billion worth of ecosystem 
services, such as carbon dioxide absorption, 
nutrient cycling and coastal protection.
This marine economy is projected to grow 
three times faster than Australia’s gross 
domestic product over the next decade, more 
than doubling its 2012 contribution of $47.2 
billion.
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Why Blue Degrowth?

 What are the material and political dynamics behind the Blue 
Growth agenda and why? 

 How do different actors push for or resist Blue Growth 
initiatives?

 How can we use degrowth ideas and the global movement for 
environmental justice to engage with the politics of the sea? 
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Theorizing Blue Degrowth
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Spatial 

• Geographical span
(Europe, Indian & Pacific 
Ocean, Africa, Arctic, 
etc.)

• Sovereign status
(EEZ, territorial sea, 
coastal zone)

Thematic (sectorial)

• Marine Biotechnology
• Coastal and Marine 

Tourism
• Seabed Mining
• Aquaculture
• Ocean Energy
• Marine Conservation
• Fisheries
• Marine Transportation

Reactions / Resistance

• Conflicts
• Cooperatives
• Social movements



Theorizing Blue Degrowth
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Links with Environmental 
Justice

 Socio-environmental conflicts and the global 
movement of small-scale fisher folks:
 Impacts of the ‘rush to the sea’
 91 fisheries and aquaculture conflicts documented in the 

EJ Atlas (https://ejatlas.org)
 Small-scale fisher movements: WFFP and WFF
 Cases of ocean grabbing: industrial fisheries, aquaculture, 

energy projects, coastal construction, deep sea mining

 Environmental and Fisheries Justice
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Thanks for listening!

Irmak Ertör (irmakertor@gmail.com) 
ENVJUSTICE, ICTA, UAB
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